[Management of essential arterial hypertension and cardiovascular risk levels. Observation in general medicine: national PHENOMEN study. Evaluation and stratification of cardiovascular risk based on the 2000 ANAES recommendations in a population of hypertensive patients].
To define the prevalence of cardiovascular risk (CVR) levels in a population of hypertensive patients (whether treated or not) monitored by General Practitioners, using the stratification system proposed by the ANAES in 2000. Between January and July 2001, a nation-wide survey was carried out based on a representative sample of 8,177 General Practitioners spread evenly throughout all of the 22 administrative regions in France. The evaluation of CVR levels took into account blood pressure readings as well as CVR factors and indicators. This survey covered 16,358 patients (53.2% men, 46% women; mean age = 62.5 +/- 11.9 years; BMI = 27.3 +/- 4.5 kg/m2) with a mean history of hypertension of 7 +/- 7 years. The most common CVR factors were dyslipidemia (59.5%), smoking (19%) and diabetes (16%). Concomitant target organ damage was recorded in 17% and heart disease in 21.8%. One patient in four had more than three CVR factors; respectively 56.5%, 30.9% and 12.5% of the patients had mild, moderate or severe hypertension. More than 50% of the patients were classified as being at "high" or "very high" CV risk. The distribution of risk levels was similar throughout the country with a North-South gradient of the high/very high levels. Only 17% of the patients being treated had completely normal blood pressure (< 140/190 mmHg), although 19% more count as normal if the limit values are included. The main objective of this large-scale, nation-wide epidemiological survey was to evaluate how well CVR is being managed in a representative sample of patients with high blood pressure. In general, none of the risk factors is adequately controlled, especially in populations considered as being at high CVR. Moreover, the notion of CVR has only been partially assimilated by General Practitioners.